We address the performance of transmission geometry volume holograms as depth-selective imaging elements. We consider two simple implementations using holograms recorded with spherical and plane beams. We derive the point-spread function ͑PSF͒ of these systems using volume diffraction theory and use the PSF to estimate depth resolution. Furthermore, we show that appropriately designed objective optics can significantly improve the depth resolution or the working distance of plane-wave reference holographic imaging systems. These results are confirmed experimentally and demonstrated for objects with millimeter axial features, imaged from the 5-to 50-cm range.
Introduction
A computational imaging system receives emitted or scattered radiation from an object of interest and transforms this radiation optically before capturing it as an electronic signal on a photoelectric detector or detector array. This signal is then digitally processed to recover object attributes such as, for example, spatial structure and spectral composition. In this paper we concentrate on computational imaging where the optical transformations are effected by volume holograms, 1 a special class of optical elements.
We focus on the recovery of spatial structure from objects of interest, so we classify imaging systems of relevance:
͑1͒ Two-dimensional ͑2-D͒ imaging systems typically recover only the 2-D brightness or intensity information about an object as shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . In other words, a 2-D image is of the form I͑x, y͒, an intensity distribution defined over the lateral coordinates. Photographic cameras and traditional microscopes are examples of 2-D imaging systems.
͑2͒ Three-dimensional ͑3-D͒ imaging systems recover the entire 3-D intensity information about the object, as shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ . For 3-D imaging, the object is required be at least translucent. Thus, a 3-D image is of the form I͑x, y, z͒, i.e., a complete 3-D intensity distribution. Fluorescence confocal microscopy 2 and optical coherence tomography, 3 are examples of 3-D imaging methods. Another class of 3-D imaging systems is referred to as tomographic, e.g., such as x-ray computerized tomography and magnetic resonance imaging. 4 In the latter, the object information is retrieved as a set of projections, and radon transform inversion techniques map the information back to native object coordinates. Typically, 3-D imaging systems require scanning in at least one dimension to obtain the complete 3-D image.
͑3͒ Two and One-Half-Dimensional ͑2 1 ⁄2-D͒ imaging systems, 5 also referred to as profilometers, are typically used for reflective objects. The profilometer returns a height map z͑x, y͒ representing the distance of a particular point on the surface from a fixed base as shown in Fig. 1͑c͒ . Confocal microscopes 6 and interferometers such as the TwymanGreen and the Mach-Zehnder are common optical profilometers. Heterodyne and white-light interferometers can yield accuracy as good as a few nanometers in the axial z direction, but their lateral resolution is limited typically to a few micrometers. The recently developed methods of atomic force microscopy 7 and scanning tunneling microscopy 8 extend profilometry to nanoscale accuracies in all three dimensions. Most profilometers also require scanning to recover a complete height map.
Gabor originally proposed use of holography as an imaging method to recover both the amplitude and the phase of light coming from an object 9 with the intent of using the phase to store and reconstruct 3-D information about the object. A Gabor or Leith-Upatnieks 10 hologram is recorded in a thin photosensitive material as the interference pattern between a reference beam and the light scattered by the object. Both analog 11 and digital 12, 13 holograms have been used extensively for 3-D and 2 1 ⁄2-D imaging. Figure  2͑a͒ is a simplified holographic imaging setup; auxiliary optical elements such as lenses have been omitted. It is possible to recover the amplitude and perform optical slicing of the object when we probe the hologram optically by scanning, or digitally as shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ . Analog holography requires recording a fresh hologram for each object. Digital holography requires a deconvolution operation for each frame recorded by the camera.
In this paper we discuss a different imaging principle that we call volume holographic imaging ͑VHI͒. VHI can be used for both 3-D and 2 1 ⁄2-D imaging, but we discuss only 2 1 ⁄2-D imaging in this paper. VHI is different from traditional holographic imaging because ͑1͒ A VHI system incorporates at least one thick holographic element, a volume hologram ͑VH͒. The VH ͑which is also referred to as the volume holographic lens͒ acts as depth-selective imaging element to achieve 3-D or 2 1 ⁄2-D imaging. ͑2͒ A single VH lens can be used to image arbitrary objects on a digital camera. Thus there is no need to record a new hologram for each object as in the case of analog holographic imaging.
The image, i.e., the 3-D or 2 1 ⁄2-D spatial structure of the object, is recovered from the intensity data recorded on the camera. This computational aspect of the VHI approach can be particularly simple, basically in the form of a map between intensity measurements and spatial coordinates. More-sophisticated computational methods that use overconstraining and deconvolutions can also be applied to VHI, as we have shown in preliminary research. 14 In this paper, however, we concentrate on the physical transformations of the optical field realized by VHI elements.
Volume holographic gratings were first introduced by van Heerden. 1 Since then, the properties of these thick diffractive elements have been extensively studied. 15, 16 VHs have been used in several subareas of optical information processing, namely, data storage, 15, 17, 18 optical interconnects, 19 and artificial neural networks. 20 Use of VHs as imaging elements has only been proposed recently 21 and demonstrated in the context of a confocal microscope with a VH replacing the pinhole, 22 a volume holographic telescope, 23 and a real-time ͑scan-free͒ hyperspectral imaging instrument. 24 A VH is created when the interference pattern of reference and signal beams are recorded within the entire volume of a thick photosensitive material. 25 For example, Fig. 2͑c͒ depicts a VH recorded by a point-source reference and plane-wave signal. Holograms that are sufficiently thick 26 are sensitive to the nature of the illumination and diffract only when the input field matches the recording conditions. For an arbitrary object illumination as shown in Fig.  2͑d͒ , the VH diffracts only the so-called Braggmatched portions of the incident field and thus one can see only a part of the entire object on the detector. We exploit this property in VHI to resolve depth ambiguities and thus obtain 2 1 ⁄2-D and 3-D images. The entire object information is recovered when several holograms are scanned or multiplexed to probe different portions of the object simultaneously. 24 To understand how VHs can serve as imaging elements, we first briefly review diffraction from 3-D VHs qualitatively. A hologram is 3-D if it diffracts in the Bragg regime ͑as opposed to the Raman-Nath regime of thin holograms 26 ͒. An important property of the Bragg regime that is useful for VHI application is the phenomenon of Bragg selectivity. A VH is recorded as usual by use of two mutually coherent beams, the reference and the signal. The holographic material thickness must exceed a certain threshold, which depends on the fringe spacing and wavelength of the interference pattern. 26 The most common choice for a reference beam is a plane wave, but we also consider spherical wave reference beams in this paper. For the implementation of VHI, it is sufficient to record holograms with plane-wave signal beams.
To understand Bragg selectivity, suppose that a VH is recorded with a certain reference beam and a signal beam. After recording is complete, we probe Fig. 1 . ͑a͒ Two-dimensional imaging system cannot discriminate the distance between two objects; ͑b͒ a 3-D imaging system can recover depth information by scanning; ͑c͒ a 2 1 ⁄2-D imaging system maps the height of a reflective surface to an intensity on the detector. ͑2͒ Bragg mismatched, where the probe beam differs from the reference beam. For example, the probe beam could have a different angle of incidence or wavelength 15 or location ͑for a spherical reference 27 ͒. For a Bragg-mismatched probe, which is not degenerate ͑see item below͒, the hologram does not diffract at all or at least the diffraction efficiency obtained from the hologram is much weaker than the Bragg-matched case. This is shown in Fig. 3͑c͒ .
͑3͒ Bragg degenerate diffraction is obtained for a special class of probe beams that differ from the reference beam yet still give rise to strong diffraction of a magnitude comparable to the Braggmatched case. For VHs recorded with a planewave reference, degenerate diffraction can be obtained by either a combined change in wavelength and angle of a plane-wave probe, as shown in Fig. 3͑d͒ , 28, 29 or by the tilting of the probe beam in a direction along the orientation of the fringes that constitute the VH. 15, 25 Generally, degenerate diffraction occurs if the probe beam can be obtained from the reference beam by a transformation that is invariant with respect to the orientation of the interference pattern that constitutes the hologram. The degeneracy property is exploited extensively to reduce the scanning required for VHI, as we discuss in Subsections 2.B and 3.B.
As mentioned above, in this paper we aim to use the Bragg selectivity of volume holographic gratings for depth-selective imaging systems with reflective objects. The general geometry of the imaging system is shown in Fig. 4 . When light scattered from an object contains a component that Bragg matches or is Bragg degenerate for the hologram, some diffraction is obtained and so it is possible to detect the presence of Bragg-matched and Bragg degenerate object illumination by means of monitoring the diffracted field. On the other hand, portions of the object that are Bragg mismatched are invisible to the VHI system. Thus we can perform optical slicing, similar to a confocal microscope, for example, using the Bragg diffraction as the depth-sensitive component in the system. VHI systems can function under both active and passive illumination. Active illumination systems incorporate the light for illuminating the object as a part of the imaging system. Typically, the illumination is monochromatic laser light. Passive illumination systems on the other hand rely on ambient illumination to provide the light necessary for imaging purposes. In this paper we restrict the discussion to active, monochromatic illumination.
A major portion of this paper is devoted to the characterization of image quality that can be obtained from VHI systems in terms of the point-spread function ͑PSF͒ in different geometries. In the literature, there is some confusion about the definition of the PSF. When the imaging system can be adequately modeled as a linear transformation from a 2-D object ͑input͒ space to a 2-D image ͑output͒ space, the PSF is interpreted as the impulse response of the imaging system, i.e., the intensity pattern observed at the output of an imaging system in response to a point-source input. This definition can, in principle, be used for 2 1 ⁄2-D or 3-D imaging systems as well, provided that the output space is defined accordingly. We are more interested in the response of the VHI system measured on a single-pixel detector or a 2-D detector array ͑camera͒. Thus we have to deal with the definition of the PSF when the output space has a lower dimension than the input space. To resolve this problem, we interpret the PSF as the intensity response of the VHI system to displacement of the input point source ͑the probe source͒ away from a reference location. The reference location is specified during the recording step of the VH lens. A similar situation occurs in confocal microscopy, except then the reference location is specified by the focus of the illumination beam, which is also arranged to be conjugate of the pinhole used in front of the detector.
For example, the depth resolution of the system is obtained from the PSF as follows: We first obtain the intensity measured at the detector plane of the VHI system as a function of axial probe displacement, theoretically or experimentally. Then we estimate the extent of the PSF that tells us roughly how far two objects can be placed apart in the longitudinal direction and still be resolved by our imaging system. This definition ignores the noise present in the imaging system, but still provides an adequate measure for comparison of alternative systems ͑a system with more extended PSF will perform worse than an alternative with narrower PSF under identical noise conditions͒. We elected to use the full width at halfmaximum ͑FWHM͒ of the PSF, denoted as ⌬z FWHM , for comparisons of resolution.
We examine transmission geometry VHI implementations recorded with spherical and plane-wave beams in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. The analysis sequence for each case proceeds as follows: First we use volume diffraction theory to derive the PSF; then we estimate the functional dependence of the PSF on basic parameters of the imaging system such as numerical aperture, working distance, and hologram thickness; we discuss the role of magnifiers, telescopes, or other optical elements that can be used to shape the field produced by the object before it arrives at the hologram; and we conclude the discussion of each VHI implementation with experimental imaging results and verification of the theoretical predictions. The two implementations ͑spherical and plane wave͒ are shown to have several similarities but also significant performance differences. Comparisons are given throughout Sections 2, 3, and the concluding Section 4.
Volume Holographic Imaging with Spherical Wave Reference Beams
A. Derivation and Properties of the Diffracted Field Figure 5͑a͒ shows the recording setup for VHI by use of a spherical reference ͑SR VHI͒. In this analysis we use a coordinate system centered on the hologram, as shown in Fig. 5 . Thus all wavelengths and angles are measured inside the holographic medium. The corresponding free-space values can be obtained when we multiply with the average refractive index n of the medium.
The VH is the stored 3-D interference pattern of the point-source reference emanating at r f ϭ x f x ϩ y f ŷ ϩ z f ẑ and the plane-wave signal inclined at an angle s Ͻ Ͻ 1 with respect to the ẑ axis. The holographic medium is disk shaped with thickness L and radius R. The origin of the SR is the reference depth at which the holographic imaging system operates during readout. As shown in Fig. 5͑b͒ , the field diffracted by the VH is Fourier transformed ͑FT͒ by a lens of focal length F, assumed to have infinite lateral extent. The FT diffracted field is observed on a detector or a detector array ͑e.g., CCD or complementary metal-oxide semiconductor camera͒. Because we use the ⌬z FWHM of the PSF as a measure of the depth resolution of the system, our first objective is to calculate the longitudinal PSF. Therefore we idealize the object as a point source located at r p ϭ x p x ϩ y p ŷ ϩ z p ẑ and explicitly calculate the diffracted field produced on the detector by this point source. In the paraxial approximation, the reference beam can be expressed as
(
Note that here and in the sequel we neglect a term of the form 1͑͞z Ϫ z f ͒ because it varies with z much slower than the exponential term. The signal beam is expressed in the paraxial approximation as
After recording is complete, the index modulation recorded in the hologram is
where the asterisk denotes complex conjugate. The actual interference pattern is given by ͉E f ϩ E s ͉
2
, but out of the four resulting product terms only the one in relation ͑3͒ results in significant diffraction; the remaining three terms are Bragg mismatched. Suppose that the hologram is illuminated by a probe field E p ͑r͒. Because we know the refractive-index modulation of the VH from relation ͑3͒, we can calculate the light diffracted by the VH in response to E p ͑r͒ approximately by where is the diffraction efficiency, G͑r͒ is Green's function for free space (5) and rЉ ϵ ͑xЉ, yЉ͒ is the position vector on the exit face of the hologram. The result gives the diffracted field as the superposition of fields scattered by individual point radiators such that the radiation generated at each point is proportional ͑in amplitude and phase͒ to the product of the illuminating field and the local index modulation. This approximation, known as first-order Born scattering, neglects rediffraction of the scattered field as it propagates through the VH. The approximation is valid only if the hologram is relatively weak ͑in practice, it works well for up to 50% or higher, depending on the specific modulation and thickness of the hologram͒. The spherical probe beam emanating at r p is expressed in the paraxial approximation as
The diffracted field at the detector plane is obtained when we substitute Eqs. ͑1͒, ͑2͒, and ͑6͒ and relation ͑3͒ in Eq. ͑4͒ and perform a Fourier transformation with conjugate coordinates ͑xЉ, yЉ͒ ϵ ͑xЈ͞F, yЈ͞F͒ where ͑ xЈ, yЈ͒ are the coordinates on the detector plane. The details of the calculation are given in Ref. 25 ͑pp. 38 -42͒. The result after we omit some constant phase factors is
The coefficients A͑z͒, B x ͑z͒, B y ͑z͒, and C͑z͒ are given by
The function
also occurs in the calculation of the 3-D light distribution near the focus of a lens. It is the Hankel transform of the radial quadratic chirp exp͑Ϫiu 2 ͞2͒ truncated to 0 Ͻ Յ 1. We compute this integral as a series expansion given in Ref. 30 , although faster approximate methods have been suggested in the literature. 31 Equation ͑7͒ describes the action of the volume holographic filter as an imaging element with a spherical wave reference. We obtain the PSF of the VH by calculating the total diffracted field intensity
which is a function of the location of the probing point source and the observation location at the detector plane. For simplicity, we consider a hologram recorded and probed with on-axis point sources, i.e., x f , y f , x p , y p ϭ 0. Equation ͑7͒ is further simplified when we set z p Ϫ z f ϭ ␦ and assume L͞z p Ͻ Ͻ 1. Replacing these in Eqs. ͑8͒-͑12͒ and carrying out the integration, we obtain an approximate expression for the normalized diffracted field intensity:
We chose the normalization constant I b ϵ I͑xЈ ϭ s F, yЈ ϭ 0͒ because the diffracted intensity peaks at detector location ͑xЈ, yЈ͒ ϭ ͑ s F, 0͒, as can be seen from Eqs. ͑9͒ and ͑10͒. Equation merical aperture ͑NA͒ is R͞z f in the longitudinal direction and R͞F in the lateral. For a normal lens, it would have been R͞z f for both the lateral and the longitudinal directions. Because we are primarily interested in the depth selectivity of the VHI system, we define
This definition is also intuitively satisfactory from the geometry of the system. For large enough defocus ␦, the ᏸ͑⅐,⅐͒ term represents an almost uniformly illuminated disk ͓see Fig. 6͑a͔͒ , in agreement with geometrical optics. The disk is centered at the Gaussian image point ͑xЈ, yЈ͒ ϭ ͑ s F, 0͒ where the intensity peaks, as noted above. ͑2͒ The sinc͑⅐͒ term shown in Fig. 6͑b͒ peaks along the degeneracy circle, which in this geometry is centered at ͑0, 0͒ and has radius F s . The thickness of the degeneracy circle is
This term originates from the Bragg selectivity of the hologram, and in the SR VHI system it serves to reject out-of-focus light. It can be seen that the filter rejects light only in mostly one lateral ͑x ͒ direction near the Gaussian image point; points along the other ͑ŷ ͒ direction are mapped along the arc of the degeneracy circle. This behavior is evidence of the y degeneracy of the VH, as mentioned in Section 1. The circular shape of the locus of the degeneracy is due to the curvature of the fringes that constitute the SR VH. The degeneracy circle due to the sinc٪ term acts as a mask superimposed on the defocused disk image because of the ᏸ͑⅐,⅐͒ term. Together they result in the crescentlike shape of Fig. 6͑c͒ . The pinhole in a confocal microscope performs a function similar to the sinc͑⅐͒ filter imposed by the hologram. Both reject out-of-focus light from an object. However, the rejection mechanism is different in the two cases: The pinhole operates as a hard limiter, whereas the hologram is a matched filter with respect to the wave front of a point source located at the reference depth. An information theoretic comparison of the two systems 32 shows that the matched filter can provide superior image quality despite the limited diffraction efficiency Ͻ 1 for a line-shaped source oriented along the ẑ axis and under the assumption of Gaussian noise statistics.
An alternative point of view of the above observations is that depth selectivity results from the shift variance of the VH. 33 Indeed, the SR hologram has shift selectivity 27 ; i.e., the diffracted field is Bragg mismatched when the spherical wave probe is displaced in the direction x x, perpendicular to the recorded fringes, for any value of ␦ ͑both in and out of focus͒. On the other hand, the response of the hologram to a probe displaced by ␦ y in the other lateral direction is qualitatively different. If the probe is in focus, i.e., r p ϭ ͑0, ␦ y , z f ͒, the point image is simply displaced to the location yЈ ϭ F␦ y ͞z f . That is, the in-focus system is shift invariant in theˆy direction, within a magnification factor F͞z f . If the probe is located out of focus at r p ϭ ͑0, ␦ y , z f ϩ ␦͒, the response is
This represents a crescent of radius F͑ s
, still centered at ͑0, 0͒ as in the on-axis case. The above discussion can be easily extended to the case in which the input field consists of a superposition of mutually incoherent point sources arranged on a plane perpendicular to the ẑ axis. When the source plane coincides with the reference plane, z p ϭ z f for all the sources, as shown in Fig. 7͑a͒ , only the sources with x p Ϸ 0 are visible to the hologram, and they generate a line of point images oriented along the yЈ axis of the detector plane. The horizontal coordinate is xЈ ϭ s F for all the point images. In the case of a plane out of focus, z p ϭ z f ϩ ␦, the visible sources still lie on the x p Ϸ 0 line, but each source is creating its own crescent image on the detector plane, displaced and with a different radius as discussed above. The image is the superposition of intensities corresponding to these crescents, as shown in Fig.  7͑b͒ .
B. Depth Resolution
The presence of a masked defocus term in Eq. ͑14͒ indicates that SR VHI can map depth to the intensity of the diffracted field. We describe two methods for exploiting this property to obtain 2 1 ⁄2-D or 3-D images:
͑1͒ Method 1. The reflective object is illuminated by focused illumination as shown in Fig. 8͑a͒. A   Fig. 7 . VHI is a shift-variant imaging system; the observed diffracted field changes with a change in the spatial location of the point source: ͑a͒ mutually incoherent point sources with no defocus, ͑b͒ mutually incoherent point sources with defocus ␦.
large-area detector is placed at the Fourier plane of the FT lens and the entire diffracted power is measured. Thus the object shape is obtained one voxel at a time. Complete 3-D scanning recovers the object in its entirety. In this case, we calculate the longitudinal PSF by integrating Eq. ͑14͒ over the entire detector area:
(18) Figure 9 shows theoretical and experimental plots of I d as a function of defocus ␦ for the case of a single probe point with an integrating detector. We normalize the PSF to the Bragg-matched diffracted intensity I 0 ϭ I d ͑0͒. In both theory and experiment, we used a ͑NA͒ approximating 0.07, R ϭ 3.5 mm, z f ϭ 50 mm, and s ϭ 12°inside the hologram. The hologram was recorded in a 2-mm-thick, 0.03% Fe-doped LiNbO 3 crystal. It can be seen that ⌬z FWHM Ϸ 800 m for this case. ͑2͒ Method 2. The reflective object is illuminated by extended monochromatic light as shown in Fig.  8͑b͒ . The y degeneracy allows the VH to image an entire strip along the degenerate ŷ direction. A CCD camera is placed at the Fourier plane of the FT lens to capture the strip. As a result, only 2-D scanning is required to recover the entire object. However, from Eq. ͑17͒, it is obvious that each Bragg degenerate point in the ŷ direction gives rise to an out-of-focus crescent. These crescents overlap for adjacent degenerate points, thus degrading the lateral resolution. One way to compensate is to adaptively estimate the size of the crescent and deconvolve in a way similar to depth-from-defocus techniques. 34 The starting point for this type of estimation is the percentage of power contained in a spot of given size on the detector plane. This is given in Fig. 10 , which plots the radii of the circles confining 95%, 99%, and 99.9% of the total diffracted energy for various values of defocus. The complete derivation of the adaptive deconvolution scheme is beyond the scope of this paper.
Returning to the point-by-point method 1 by an integrating detector, which appears to be the most practical, we now estimate the depth resolution as the ⌬z FWHM from the PSF. The most interesting aspect of this calculation is the dependence of the ⌬z FWHM on the distance z f between the reference plane and the optical system, in other words the working distance of the imaging system. The scaling factor in the defocus term of Eq. ͑14͒ and the crescent width term of Eq. ͑16͒ suggests a dependence of the form
or, in terms of the ͑NA͒ of the system, In Eqs. ͑19͒ and ͑20͒ the factor G SR depends on the signal beam angle s only. Its value is determined from the integration of Eq. ͑18͒ and is given in Fig. 11 as a function of s . The result matches well the model
For the value s ϭ 12 used in the experiment, the theoretical value is G SR ϭ 14, in agreement with our observation.
C. Design of Objective Optics
The result of Eq. ͑19͒ states that the depth resolution degrades quadratically with working distance. Such behavior is common in image-forming ranging instruments. To obtain a good depth resolution at long working distances, i.e., remote objects, we need to use large apertures or thicker holograms; both methods are impractical and expensive. One way to accomplish this is by use of objective optics. We use this term to refer to optical elements that are inserted between the object and the hologram to transform the incoming field and thus improve the working distance or the resolution. For example, in Ref. 23 our objective optics was simply a telescope. Here we discuss use of objective optics in more general terms. Consider the two SR VHI systems shown in Fig. 12 , both of which have the same working distance d. In the system of Fig. 12͑a͒ , the field from the object is directly incident on the hologram; therefore the reference distance for this case must be z f ϭ d, and the depth resolution in the vicinity of d is given, according to Eq. ͑19͒, by
The objective optics in Fig. 12͑b͒ create an intermediate image of the object in front of the hologram. Let m 1 denote the lateral magnification of the objective optics and z f Ј denote the new reference distance.
We assume that z f Ј is chosen such that the diffracted power is maximum when the object is located exactly at d. Now suppose that the object is displaced by ␦ in the longitudinal direction. The intermediate image is displaced by
Let a denote the size of the entrance pupil of the combination of the objective optics and hologram. The effective ͑NA͒ of the optical system is then
However, because the angular magnification of the objective optics is 1͞m 1 , the ͑NA͒ of the field incident on the hologram is
From Eqs. ͑23͒, ͑25͒, and ͑20͒ we can see that the apparent gain ͑or loss͒ in ͑NA͒ due to the magnification of the objective optics is exactly balanced by an equal loss ͑or gain͒ in longitudinal displacement of the intermediate image. Therefore the resolution is
It appears that there is no "free lunch" in this case, and the objective optics did not help improve the image quality. However, we did gain one thing:
The hologram aperture required to achieve performance as in Eq. ͑26͒ is given by
according to Eq. ͑25͒. By using demagnifying optics ͉͑m 1 ͉ Ͻ 1͒ we can utilize a smaller hologram with the Fig. 11 . Dependence of G SR on s . Fig. 12 . SR VHI systems ͑a͒ without objective optics and ͑b͒ with objective optics in between the hologram and the object.
system of Fig. 12͑b͒ compared with the system of Fig.  12͑a͒ . In most implementations, this is desirable in practice. This was the case in Ref. 23 where the telescope was acting as a demagnifier. The theoretical and experimental PSF dependence on working distance d is given in Fig. 13 . It is worthwhile to mention that a confocal system ͑CF͒ with objective optics would also exhibit a similar dependence:
In Eq. ͑28͒, G CF is a factor that depends on the pinhole radius of the confocal system. 35 Figure 14 compares the theoretical and experimental diffraction patterns captured on a camera for defocus ␦ ϭ 4 mm. The VH was recorded with a reference point source located z f ϭ 50 mm away from the center of the hologram and a plane-wave signal beam inclined at angle s ϭ 12°inside the hologram. The hologram radius was R ϭ 3.5 mm, which corresponds to a ͑NA͒ approximating 0.07. The FT lens had a focal length F ϭ 63.9 mm. A frequency-doubled Nd: YAG cw laser ͑ ϭ 532 nm͒ was used for both the recording and the imaging in this and all subsequent experiments. The typical diffraction efficiency of the hologram was Ϸ 5%. We used a Jai CV235 industrial CCD camera to capture the diffraction patterns in all experiments. The experimental degeneracy pattern matches well with the theoretical predictions of curvature, spot size, and thickness. The experimental strip is slightly thicker because of saturation of the pixels on the CCD. Three experimental diffraction patterns obtained from point sources with different y p were added incoherently and are shown combined in Fig. 15 . This experiment was intended to emulate the incoherent imaging case discussed at the end of Subsection 2.A. The experimental setup was identical to the one described in the previous paragraph. The in-focus images obtained with ␦ ϭ 0 and ␦ y ϭ Ϫ1.5, 0, and 1.5 mm are shown in Fig. 15͑a͒ and the out-of-focus images for ␦ ϭ 4 mm and the same lateral displacements are shown in Fig. 15͑b͒ . The crescent radii increase with ␦ y , in agreement with the theoretical prediction. Figure 16 presents SR VHI of an aluminum artifact that we fabricated specifically for this purpose. The artifact consisted of the letters MIT at different heights as a staircase with a 2-mm step size. The letter M was the tallest letter and T was the shortest. A computer-aided design rendering from the model used to machine the artifact is given in Fig. 16͑a͒ . We performed 2-D scanning using two orthogonal Newport CMA-25CCCL actuators and a Newport 2832C powermeter, both controlled through National Instruments' LabVIEW software. The experimental setup was identical to the one described for Fig.  14 . Figure 16͑b͒ shows a point-by-point scan with a pixel size of 100 m 2 of the artifact at the reference height of the letter M ͑i.e., the surface of this letter was Bragg matched during the scan͒. The letters I and T are consequently weaker because they were mismatched. To quantify the Bragg mismatch, we averaged numerically the intensities obtained experimentally over the entire bright part of the matched letter M and compared it with the corresponding values for the mismatched letters I and T. We denote these values as P M , P I , and P T , respectively. From the experiment we found P M ϭ ͑5.82 Ϯ 2.7͒ ϫ 10 Ϫ7 , P I ϭ ͑1.35 Ϯ 0.67͒ ϫ 10 Ϫ7 , and P T ϭ ͑0.79 Ϯ 0.25͒ ϫ 10
D. Experimental Results

Ϫ7
. The ratios
are slightly higher compared with the estimates from the PSF calculation and the experiments of Fig. 9 . This is because point scanning is susceptible to surface irregularities on the artifact. At local rough spots, most of the scattered light does not reach the detector. This effect is evident in the high values of standard deviation for P M , P I , and P T . Figure 17͑a͒ is the recording setup for VHI with planar reference ͑PR VHI͒. The collimating objective lens ensures that the reference beam is approximately a plane wave when it is incident on the hologram. Thus the front focal length of the objective lens is the reference depth at which the PR VHI system operates. During recording, the reference beam is a normally incident plane wave:
Volume Holographic Imaging with Plane-Wave Reference Beams
A. Derivation and Properties of the Diffracted Field
The hologram and the FT lens are assumed to have infinite lateral extent. L is the thickness of the hologram, f is the focal length of the collimating objective lens, and a is its radius. Thus the ͑NA͒ of the imaging system equals a͞f. The focal length of the FT lens is F. The signal beam is a plane wave propagating at angle s Ͻ Ͻ 1 with respect to the ẑ axis, just as in the case of SR VHI. In the paraxial approximation, the signal beam is expressed as
The VH is the recorded 3-D interference pattern of the reference and signal beams and it is stored as a weak modulation ⌬⑀͑r͒ ϰ ͉E f ϩ E s ͉ 2 of the dielectric constant. The Bragg-matched term of the modulation is given by Figure 17͑b͒ shows the readout procedure for PR VHI. A probe point source is placed in front of the objective lens at coordinates r p ϭ ͑x p , y p , z p ͒. First we consider the case in which the probe is placed at the Bragg-matched location ͑0, 0, f ͒. Then the objective lens collimates the probe field. As a result, a replica of the reference beam is incident on the hologram. Because the probe is exactly Bragg matched in this case, the VH diffracts a replica of the signal beam, i.e., a plane wave propagating in direction s . The Fourier lens placed behind the hologram focuses this diffracted plane wave onto the detector surface. If instead the probe is axially displaced by ␦ from the Bragg-matched location, the objective lens can no longer collimate the probe field. Instead, the field incident on the hologram is a spherical wave originating at
for ␦ Ͻ Ͻ f. Only the on-axis Fourier component of this spherical probe is Bragg matched; therefore the overall intensity diffracted from the hologram is reduced. We now derive the dependence of the diffracted power on the probe displacement ␦. According to the observation in the previous paragraph, it is mathematically convenient to express the defocused spherical probe as well as the diffracted field in terms of their plane-wave components with wave vectors k p and k d , respectively. The transfer function ͑Ref. 25, Chap. 1͒
specifies the spatial spectrum of the hologram response to a single spatial frequency in the input field. In Eq. ͑33͒, S is a constant determined by the polarization and index modulation; our analysis will normalize the diffracted intensities, and so this factor can be ignored. Ã ͑k p , k d ͒ can be interpreted as the 3-D Fourier transform of the dielectric constant modulation ⌬⑀ evaluated at k p Ϫ k d . In the more general case in which the spatial spectrum of the probe field is given by Ẽ p ͑k p ͒, the spatial spectrum of the diffracted field is obtained from Eq. ͑33͒ as
where k px and k py are the x and ŷ components of the probe wave vector, respectively, whereas the ẑ component is given by the Bragg constraint ͉k p ͉ ϭ 2͞. Because the detector is located at a Fourier transform plane, the diffracted field as a function of the detector plane coordinates ͑xЈ, yЈ͒ is obtained from Eq. ͑34͒ when we substitute k dx ϭ 2xЈ͞F, k dy ϭ 2yЈ͞F for the x x and ŷ y components of the wave vector k d , respectively. In the specific case of interest, where the probe is a spherical wave, we express its spatial spectrum using Weyl's identity:
ͬ . (35) We evaluate the integral Eq. ͑33͒ using Eq. ͑31͒ and then substitute the result of the integral and Eq. ͑35͒ in Eq. ͑34͒ to obtain the diffracted field on the detector plane:
This function is almost zero outside a disk of radius Fa␦͞f 2 centered at xЈ ϭ s F. This disk represents the geometric image of the aperture of the objective lens on the detector plane. Therefore the intensity is expressed approximately as (37) where I b ϭ I͑ xЈ ϭ s F, yЈ ϭ 0͒ is the peak intensity produced by the probe. The approximation neglects diffraction ripples at the disk edges; these ripples have negligible effect in practice. Comparing Eqs. ͑37͒ and ͑14͒ suggests that the origin of depth selectivity is similar in the PR and SR implementations of VHI. In the PR case, the diffraction pattern contains two contributions, shown in Fig. 18 : ͑1͒ a disk, represented by the circ͑.͒ function, whose radius is proportional to the defocus ␦; and ͑2͒ a slit oriented along the x ͑Bragg-selective͒ direction, represented by the sinc 2 ͑.͒ function, whose width is inversely proportional to the hologram thickness L. This term rejects out-of-focus light because of the Bragg mismatch.
There are also some significant differences: ͑1͒ In the PR case, the disk radius grows linearly with defocus ␦, whereas this dependence was quadratic in the SR case. We belabor this point further in connection with the resolution of the two methods. ͑2͒ In the PR case, the shape of the Bragg degenerate illumination on the detector plane is a straight slit, consistent with the planar fringes recorded in the hologram. On the other hand, the fringes in SR holograms are curved leading to the crescent-shaped degeneracy.
PR VHI is also a shift-variant imaging system 33 similar to SR VHI. The PR hologram has angular selectivity 15 ; i.e., the diffracted field is Bragg mismatched when the probe source is displaced in the direction x , perpendicular to the recorded fringes, for any value of ␦ x ͑both in and out of focus͒. On the other hand, the response of the hologram to a probe displaced by ␦ y in the other lateral direction ͑ŷ ͒ is qualitatively different. If the probe is in focus, i.e., r p ϭ ͑0, ␦ y , f ͒, the point image is simply displaced to the location yЈ ϭ F␦ y ͞f. That is, the in-focus system is shift invariant within a magnification factor F͞f. If the probe is located out of focus at r p ϭ ͑0, ␦ y , f ϩ ␦͒, the response is
This represents a disk masked by the Braggselectivity slit similar to Eq. ͑37͒, centered at the Gaussian image point ͑0, F␦ y ͞f ͒. The center would be located at ͑0, 0͒ for an on-axis probe ␦ y ϭ 0. From Eq. ͑38͒ we can see that PR VHI is completely shift invariant in the ŷ direction for both in-focus and outof-focus probe points. This is because SR VHI has a crescent-shaped degeneracy curve whose radius changes with lateral displacement ␦ y . On the other hand, PR VHI has a straight-line degeneracy, which is independent of lateral displacement ␦ y . We discuss the effect of this lateral shift invariance at the end of Subsection 3.B.
B. Depth Resolution
We now calculate the longitudinal PSF of the PR system with an integrating detector and 3-D scanning ͑method 1 of Subsection 2.B͒. The calculation proceeds as follows. First we integrate the diffracted intensity of Eq. ͑37͒ with respect to the detector coordinates ͑ xЈ, yЈ͒. Then we normalize to the peak Bragg-matched power I 0 received when the probe is in focus. The result is
So far, all the derivations were performed by angles, distances, and a wavelength of light measured inside the holographic material of refractive index n. The corrected PSF for quantities measured in air is
͑Note that in the SR case there was no residual n entering the free-space formula.͒ Figure 19 shows theoretical and experimental plots of the PSF as a function of defocus ␦ for a ͑NA͒ approximating 0.07, a ϭ 3.5 mm, f ϭ 50.2 mm, and s ϭ 12°inside the hologram. In both the experiment and the simulation, the hologram was recorded in a 2-mm-thick Fe-doped LiNbO 3 crystal ͑n Ϸ 2.2͒. Both the experimental and the theoretical curves yield a ⌬z FWHM Ϸ 1.7 mm.
The trend of longitudinal resolution ⌬z FWHM versus the working distance d is computed directly from the PSF expression. In this case, we select the focal length of the objective lens such that f ϭ d, and from the scaling factors in the argument of the integrand in Eq. ͑40͒ we find
where G PR is a factor that depends linearly on s . Numerical regression on Eq. ͑40͒ yields
It is possible to exploit the straight-line degeneracy of PR VHI and use a CCD camera to acquire information one slit at a time in a way similar to method 2 of Subsection 2.B. If a reflective object is illuminated by extended monochromatic light as shown in Fig. 20 , the y degeneracy allows the PR VH to image an entire strip along the degenerate ŷ direction. As mentioned above, PR VHI is completely shift invariant in theˆy direction unlike SR VHI, which results is a different crescent for each degenerate point. We now examine two situations and point out which method ͑SR or PR VHI͒ would prove more beneficial. 
͑1͒
The reflective object shown in Fig. 20͑a͒ has surface features of size ⌬z Ͻ ⌬z FWHM . In this case, a SR VHI system would result in an image with several weak crescent-shaped defocus blurs and a bright Bragg-matched slit. This image can be easily be processed ͑e.g., by deconvolution or iterative methods͒ to give an accurate representation of the surface. On the other hand, the PR VHI system finds it difficult to distinguish between the surfaces because the smaller surface features and the straight degeneracy results in the slit of the out-of-focus surface appearing almost as bright as the slit of the Bragg-matched surface. Hence a SR VHI system that employs method 2 is preferred in this case.
͑2͒ The reflective object shown in Fig. 20͑b͒ has surface features ⌬z Ͼ ⌬z FWHM . In this case, the SR VHI image consists of a thick band of crescents ͑arising from the large defocus blur͒ and the Bragg-matched slit. This band makes further image processing and deconvolution susceptible to noise artifacts. On the other hand, the large surface features ensure that the slit image out-of-focus surface is much fainter than the Bragg-matched slit. As a result, it is preferable to use PR VHI with method 2 in this case.
C. Design of the Objective Optics
We now revert back to our discussion on the resolution of PR VHI employing an integrating detector and discuss whether it is possible to improve depth resolution by appropriate choice of objective optics. From Eq. ͑55͒ we observe that the ⌬z FWHM of the PR VHI system varies quadratically with f but only inverse linearly with a. This is a significant difference compared with SR VHI systems, where the dependence on the physical aperture R of the hologram was inverse quadratic ͓see Eq. ͑19͔͒. Below, we show how to design objective optics for the PR case to exploit this property.
Consider the objective optical system shown in Fig.  21 . The first and second principal planes of this system are denoted as PP 1 and PP 2 , respectively. The working distance d is measured between the object and the entrance pupil of the objective optics. The radius of the entrance pupil is a. The effective ͑NA͒ of the optical system is
which is of course identical to Eq. ͑24͒.
The purpose of the objective optics is to illuminate the hologram with a collimated beam when the object is in focus, i.e., located exactly at d. Therefore the front focal length ͑FFL͒ must be equal to d. Let ͑EFL͒ denote the effective focal length of the objective optics and r the radius of the collimated beam. In the simplest case, the objective optics is a single thin positive lens, as described in Subsections 3.A and 3.B. Then ͑EFL͒ ϭ ͑FFL͒ ϭ f ϭ d and r ϭ a.
For an out-of-focus object, Eq. ͑41͒ can be rewritten in terms of ͑EFL͒ and r as
From Fig. 21 , we can see that r ϭ ͑NA͒ obj ͑EFL͒, which on substitution in Eq. ͑44͒ yields
In terms of the physical apertures, this expression can be rewritten as
This indicates that the quadratic degradation of ⌬z FWHM ͑PR͒ with increasing d can be offset when the physical size r of the collimated beam illuminating the hologram is reduced. Equivalently, this is accomplished when the objective optics is designed so that PP 1 is as close to the probe as possible. An example of a standard optical system with this property is a telephoto lens, which is analyzed in detail in Subsection 3.D.
A side effect of making r arbitrarily small is that the ray bundle exiting the objective optics would cease to behave like a plane wave. To make sure that this does not happen, we need to place a lower bound r min on r. A reasonable method to calculate the lower bound is to ensure that the spread of the ray bundle due to diffraction beyond the exit pupil and throughout the length L of the hologram remains a small fraction of r itself. This leads to a condition of the form 36 r min ϭ c ͱL,
where c is selected depending on the amount of diffraction that we are willing to tolerate. For example, in the midvisible range of wavelengths and for L ϭ 2 mm, r min Ϸ 100 m ensures less than 5% diffraction.
Replacing Eq. ͑47͒ in Eq. ͑46͒ we find that the best achievable depth resolution ⌬z FWHM ͑PR͒ opt for PR VHI varies as
Therefore the resolution of the optimized PR VHI system still degrades quadratically with working distance Fig. 21 . Schematic for the design of an objective optical system to obtain high depth resolution at large working distances in VHI systems.
d, but the objective optics provide a favorable ͑reduced͒ constant of proportionality by a factor r min ͞a compared with the value without objective optics. It is also possible to design objective optics for PR VHI such that the resolution degrades with d at a rate slower than quadratic, e.g., linear or even constant. This is accomplished when we use zoom optics in the objective to vary r as function of d. For example, if we maintain r ϰ d Ϫ1 then we obtain ⌬z FWHM ϳ d. However, because of the constraint on the minimum allowable r, the subquadratic behavior is possible only if we are willing to tolerate ⌬z FWHM ͑PR͒ Ͼ ⌬z FWHM ͑PR͒ opt .
Before we conclude this subsection, it is worthwhile to summarize the different effects that objective optics have in the SR and PR cases. In the SR case, the objective optics permit use of a smaller hologram for a given ͑NA͒ obj without any inherent gain in longitudinal resolution. In the PR case, the objective optics move the effective focal distance much closer to the object than the actual working distance d. Therefore resolution is improved by as much as r min ͞a, where a is the physical aperture of the objective optics and r min , the minimum allowable collimated beam diameter. In Subsection 3.D we quantify these differences for the specific case of a PR VHI system implemented with a telephoto lens.
D. Design of Telephoto Objective Optics for Planar Reference Volume Holographic Imaging Systems
To analyze objective optical systems, we consider a system similar to the one depicted in Fig. 22 and use of the generalized ray-tracing matrix representation 37 :
The key parameters to determine the resolution and working distance are then given by
A telephoto system comprises two lenses of focal lengths f 1 , f 2 , with f 2 Ͻ 0. The lenses are separated by distance t. For the matrix elements M 11 and M 12 specified by Eqs. ͑50͒ and ͑51͒, the focal lengths are selected as
The separation t is selected to locate PP 2 immediately behind the second lens ͑otherwise the r min requirement becomes more stringent.͒ PP 2 is exactly on the second lens if t ϭ f 1 , so in practice we select a slightly higher value for t. It should be noted that the same improvement in resolution can be accomplished by use of a demagnifying telescope or other optical systems; however, the telephoto is one of the most compact and widely available implementations. Figure 23 shows that a telephoto system can be used to increase the working distance without any degradation in the ⌬z FWHM for PR VHI. The standalone PR VHI system had a ͑NA͒ obj approximating 0.08 by use of a collimating objective lens with d ϭ f ϭ 50 mm and radius a ϭ 4 mm to record the hologram and s ϭ 12°. The telephoto system was comprised of two lenses with f 1 ϭ 250 mm and f 2 ϭ Ϫ25 mm separated by a distance t ϭ 500 mm. The object was placed at a working distance d ϭ ͑FFL͒ ϭ 500 mm in front of the positive lens that had an aperture a ϭ 12.7 mm. Thus, for the telephoto system, the ͑NA͒ obj approximated 0.025. The actual size of the recorded hologram was r ϭ 2 mm and s ϭ 12°. It can be seen that both PSFs have the same ⌬z FWHM Ϸ 1 mm despite the fact that the stand-alone PR VHI system has a working distance d ϭ 50 mm and the telephoto PR VHI system has a working distance d ϭ 500 mm. Figure 24 compares the optimum depth resolution for a PR VHI system with a SR VHI system and a confocal ͑CF͒ system as a function of working distance d on a log-log scale. We substitute the values s ϭ 13.6°, L ϭ 2 mm, a ϭ 12.7 mm, r min ϭ 100 m, and pinhole radius 1.22d͞4a in the expressions for a depth resolution for each of these systems given by Eqs. ͑46͒, ͑26͒, and ͑28͒, respectively. The resulting equations are
Thus the PR VHI system has better resolution than the confocal system that in turn has better resolution than the SR VHI system. In addition, it is possible to design zoom objective optics for a PR VHI system to operate along the lines ͑1͒, ͑2͒, or ͑3͒ as shown in Fig. 24 . Operating along ͑1͒ achieves the optimal depth resolution. However, if we are willing to sacrifice some depth resolution, the PR VHI system can operate anywhere between lines ͑3͒ and ͑1͒. In ͑2͒, some depth resolution is sacrificed to ensure that the resolution degrades linearly with increasing d Ͻ d*, and in ͑3͒ more depth resolution is sacrificed to ensure that the depth resolution stays constant over the range 0 ϳ d*.
For the telephoto system, the hologram must be placed at the second principal plane PP 2 of the system. When we image using method 2 ͑line scan͒, an additional consideration for the size r of the collimated beam is that it acts as a field stop. To see why, consider Fig. 25 where the hologram is placed suboptimally at a distance b behind PP 2 . The field of view ͑FOV͒ of this telephoto system is
Thus it is beneficial to select b as small as possible to fully utilize the parallelism of method 2.
E. Experimental Results
We numerically integrated Eq. ͑40͒ for different values of a, L, and f and we fitted the numerical data to the equation where G PR is a factor that depends linearly on s . For s ϭ 13.6°͑signal beam angle inside the hologram͒, a least-squares fit yielded G PR Ϸ 9.3. We performed a series of experiments to determine the experimental value of G PR in the identical geometry and found experimental G PR ϭ 10.09 as shown in Fig. 26 . The small disagreement with the theory can be explained by the aberrations in our experimental system that were not accounted for in our paraxial theory. Figure 27 compares the theoretical and experimental diffraction patterns captured on a camera for a displacement of ␦ ϭ 8 mm from a Bragg match. A collimating objective lens of focal length f ϭ 50.2 mm and radius a ϭ 3.5 mm was used to record the hologram. The signal beam was inclined at an angle s ϭ 12°inside the hologram and the FT lens had a focal length F ϭ 63.9 mm. We can see that the experimentally and theoretically predicted diffracted patterns match well. Again, pixel saturation results in a slightly thicker experimental degeneracy line. Figure 28 presents line scan ͑method 2͒ PR VHI images of the MIT artifact that was described in Subsection 2.D. The artifact can be seen in Fig. 16͑a͒ . For the imaging experiments, we employed 2-D scanning using two orthogonal Newport CMA-25CCCL actuators and a CCD camera to acquire images of the object one slit at a time by exploiting the straight-line y degeneracy of PR VHI. The entire experimental setup for image acquisition was controlled with MAT-LAB. The experimental setup was identical to the one described in Fig. 27 . Figure 28͑a͒ is a PR image of the object with the surface of the letter M located at the Bragg-matched height. As a result, the letter M appears brightest. The letters I and T are 2 and 4 mm away from the Bragg-matched location and thus Fig. 26 . ͑a͒ Theoretical ͑solid line͒ and experimental ͑asterisks͒ ⌬z FWHM versus a for fixed f and L, confirming the inversely proportional relationship to the ͑NA͒ in this case. ͑b͒ Theoretical ͑solid line͒ and experimental ͑asterisks͒ ⌬z FWHM versus f for fixed a and L, confirming the quadratic dependence on f. Fig. 27 . ͑a͒ Theoretical and ͑b͒ experimental diffracted patterns on a CCD for PR VHI with a point-source displaced ␦ ϭ 8 mm from a Bragg match. Fig. 28 . PR VH images of the fabricated letters MIT placed 50.2 mm away from the entrance pupil of the system. ͑a͒ a PR VH image of the object obtained by a one-dimensional scan with the surface of the letter M placed at a Bragg-matched location, ͑b͒ an image of the object obtained by a one-dimensional scan with the surface of the letter I placed at a Bragg-matched location, ͑c͒ an image of the object obtained by a one-dimensional scan with the surface of the letter T placed at a Bragg-matched location. appear progressively darker. Figure 28͑b͒ is the PR VH image with the surface of the letter I located at the Bragg-matched height. Note that the letters M and T appear equally dark. Figure 28͑c͒ is the PR VH image with the surface of the letter T located at the Bragg-matched height; note that the letters I and M now again appear progressively darker. To quantify the Bragg mismatch, we define P i, j to be the average intensity of the letter i when the letter j is at the Bragg-matched location. The average values of the intensity are given in Table 1 . The corresponding ratios are given in Table 2 , which are in good agreement with the estimates from the PSF calculation and experiments ͑Fig. 19͒.
Finally, Fig. 29 presents PR VHI of the same object with use of telephoto objective optics. The telephoto consisted of a thin positive lens of focal length f 1 ϭ 250 mm separated from a thin negative lens of focal length f 2 ϭ Ϫ25 mm by a distance t ϭ 500 mm. The object was placed at a working distance d ϭ ͑FFL͒ ϭ 500 mm in front of the positive lens that had an aperture a ϭ 12.7 mm. The actual size of the recorded hologram was r ϭ 2 mm. From the PSF of Fig. 23 , we can see that the collector optics allow us to achieve a ⌬z FWHM Ϸ 1 mm for an object located D ϭ 500 mm away. Figure 29 shows a progression of images referenced at the three characteristic heights of the artifact similar to Fig. 28 . The average powers and power ratios are given in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. Again, good agreement with the PSF data of Fig. 23 is observed. The corresponding ratios, given in Table 4 , are also in good agreement with the estimates from the PSF calculation and experiments ͑Fig. 23͒.
Discussion and Conclusions
We have presented the comparative analysis and characterization of two alternative implementations of VHI using transmission geometry holograms recorded with spherical and plane-wave reference beams. The common trends observed in both systems with respect to depth resolution are summarized as follows: Fig. 29 . PR VH images by collector optics of the fabricated letters MIT placed 500 mm away from the entrance pupil of the system. ͑a͒ A PR VHI image of the object obtained by a one-dimensional scan with the surface of the letter M placed at a Bragg-matched location, ͑b͒ an image of the object obtained by a one-dimensional scan with the surface of the letter I placed at a Bragg-matched location, ͑c͒ an image of the object obtained by a one-dimensional scan with the surface of the letter T placed at a Bragg-matched location. 
Measured Intensity
P M,M ϭ 10.6 Ϯ 0.13 P I,M ϭ 2.05 Ϯ 0.28 P T,M ϭ 1.89 Ϯ 0.27 P M,I ϭ 2.51 Ϯ 0.25 P I,I ϭ 9.21 Ϯ 0.14 P T,I ϭ 2.18 Ϯ 0.29 P M,T ϭ 1.80 Ϯ 0.24 P I,T ϭ 2.05 Ϯ 0.31 P T,T ϭ 9.59 Ϯ 0.13 The most important differences of the two systems are the following: ͑1͒ In the SR case, the depth resolution dependence with the physical aperture is inverse quadratic, whereas in the PR case it is linear. ͑2͒ In the SR case, use of objective optics does not improve resolution; however, the aperture of the hologram required for a given resolution is smaller for a system with demagnifying objective optics than without.
͑3͒ In the PR case, the objective optics improve resolution if the principal plane of the objective optical system can be placed sufficiently close to the object without degrading the quality of the beam exiting the objective optics.
͑4͒ In the PR case, the working distance dependence can be reduced to subquadratic ͑e.g., linear or even constant͒, but in these cases the resolution obtained is suboptimal.
͑5͒ The degeneracy shape of SR holograms is a crescent, whereas for PR it is a straight line.
In terms of resolution, the best system is PR VHI with optimized objective optics, as shown in Fig. 24 . However, there are other trade-offs related to the quality of the object surface and the shape of the degeneracy curves when we use line scanning ͑method 2͒ to acquire depth.
Our analysis was restricted to the case of VHI systems where the VH is the result of a single exposure. When several holograms are multiplexed with a sequence of exposures on the same holographic material, it is possible to reduce scanning even more and obtain the 2 1 ⁄2-D or 3-D image even in real time, provided that there are enough pixels on the 2-D camera to adequately sample the higher-dimensional object information. This method was employed in Ref. 24 to obtain hyperspectral and 3-D spatial information from a fluorescent object in real time, i.e., without scanning.
Our experimental tests of SR and PR VHI were conducted using an artifact that was fabricated specifically for the purposes of our characterization, and we presented the raw image data, i.e., the intensity measurements directly as they were returned by the detector or camera. It would also have been possible to apply deconvolution techniques to further improve image quality. This possibility is promising for two reasons: first because the system PSF can be well characterized and second because the PSF itself can be fine-tuned to improve the deconvolution results by simple modifications to the holographic recording process, e.g., with deliberately aberrated reference beams or nonplanar signal beams. For example, an intriguing possibility would be to use a cubic phase mask 38 to modify the spherical reference beam for extended depth of field, which might reduce the depth resolution but would enhance overall image quality due to the uniform PSF over the entire object space. Yet another possibility, which has been experimentally implemented in our laboratory, 14 is to use several VHI systems collaboratively to improve depth resolution. The mathematical foundation of this method is the theory of overconstrained linear systems, where resolution improves by virtue of noise cancellation among the multiple measurements ͑in other words, a sophisticated form of averaging.͒ Incorporation of such capture and postprocessing methods into systems tailored for real-life imaging problems will bring forth the full advantages of computational VHI. Table 3 Measured Intensity 
